DXC and Microsoft at a glance

- 30+ year partnership, 27+ years of reselling, 60+ years of innovation
- 20K+ Microsoft-trained and -certified professionals; 24 Gold and Silver competency areas
- 70 countries in global delivery network
- 8M+ user devices, 5.7M+ Office 365 seats managed, 42K licensing agreements
- 15K customer affiliates

About Microsoft

Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @ microsoft) enables digital transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and an intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more. Learn more at www.microsoft.com

One cloud delivers an agile, secure, data centric approach

DXC Technology and Microsoft partnership

DXC Technology and Microsoft, global strategic partners for more than 30 years, are leading the charge in the digital revolution. We jointly develop and implement solutions that combine the strengths of Microsoft’s leading cloud platform with DXC’s unrivaled expertise and consulting, systems integration and managed services capabilities. Together, we deliver transformative digital offerings that help you harness the power of innovation to create new ways of connecting people, data and processes; reduce complexity; and boost efficiency, collaboration, control and security.

Customer benefits

Businesses need solutions that can connect their people, data and processes. They also need to be more agile and have partners with experience and solutions to solve problems. DXC and Microsoft provide these solutions via one interconnected cloud consisting of IT Modernization (Microsoft Azure), Workplace Modernization (M365) and Business Applications Modernization (D365) wrapped in DXC services.

- **Intelligent decisions.** We facilitate quicker, more proactive decision making by optimizing, managing and monitoring application workloads on Microsoft platforms and clouds; consolidating and integrating data; and facilitating powerful predictive analytics. We also offer artificial intelligence (AI)-based virtual agents that let workers access support for Microsoft-based solutions more easily and economically.

- **Modern platform for growth.** DXC’s IT modernization solutions provide a swift and sure path to unprecedented business insights and the ability to capitalize on them. We use the flexibility and agility inherent in public, private and hybrid clouds to provide a platform for growth that empowers people and businesses to innovate and collaborate — anywhere, anytime. DXC Managed Services for Microsoft Azure unlock the flexibility and affordability of Azure and give you confidence, as you know that your applications are secure and managed 24×7. We help determine the best approach for each IT system, including identifying which applications are best retained on premises or in another cloud.

- **Secure business.** Security is a foundational element of every DXC and Microsoft solution. We minimize risk and exposure, augmenting Microsoft’s cloud-based solutions and user environments so they are protected, resilient, regulatory compliant and auditable. We work across the infrastructure, platform and application layers to help safeguard your corporate data, manage risk, promote business continuity and ensure compliance.